Abstract-Conventional visual secret sharing schemes generate noise-like random pixels on shares to hide secret images. It suffers a management problem, because of which dealers cannot visually identify each share. This problem is solved by the Extended Visual Cryptography scheme (EVCS). However, the previous approaches involving the EVCS for general access structures suffer from a low contrast problem. This paper proposes a new (k,n)-threshold image sharing scheme using extended visual cryptography scheme for color images based on bit plane encoding that encrypts a color image in such a way that results of encryption is in the form of shares. Shares do not reflect any information directly, information is scrambled instead. The traditional binary EVCS is used to get the sharing images at every bit level of each principle component of a color image. This scheme provides a more efficient way to hide natural images in different shares. Furthermore, the size of the hidden secret can be recovered by inspecting the blocks in the shares. This new scheme for color images gives the ideal contrast in the recovered image.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual Cryptography is kind of secret sharing scheme which focuses on sharing secret images [1] , [2] . Visual Cryptography split secret image into random looking share which does not reveal any information about secret message. But secret message can be reconstructed by stacking the transparencies. In (k, n) VCS, one secret message is encoded into n random looking shares. When k or more shares are printed on transparences or when these are stacked together, secret image is revealed. But (k-1) or fewer shares cannot reveal information about secret image.
The shares generated by the traditional visual cryptography schemes are nearly all disorganized images. The Hacker may break the shares, although he may not know the secret.
Nair et al. [1] and Blonde et al. [3] showed constructions of threshold VCS with perfect reconstruction of the black pixels. Ateniese et al. [4] gave constructions of VCS for the general access structure which proposed a cryptography scheme called Extended Visual Cryptography Scheme (EVCS). The security feature is greatly strengthened by transferring meaningful shares than disorganized shares. Based on the halftone technique and color decomposition [5] , the concepts of EVCS have been extended to such a level that the secret image is allowed to be a gray scale or a color image rather than merely a black-white binary image [6] , [7] . Dorset [8] proposed a method for an arbitrary access structure to construct an extended visual cryptography scheme, which is not necessarily monotonic.
In 2005, Lukac and Plataniotis [9] proposed an image encryption scheme using VCS. The encryption scheme decomposed the gray scale image into 8 bit planes and applied the VCS to each bit plane in order to get n random looking binary images. By stacking the corresponding binary images in bit level, the gray-scale noisy shares can be generated.
In this paper, we discuss the properties of the extended matrix collection for EVCS. Then we propose a EVCS for single color images with optimal extended matrix collection. The previous schemes (originally proposed for binary or grayscale or color images) using random-looking shares can be directly extended to generate innocent-looking shares using EVCS with bitplane encoding scheme which provide the more security over network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes the Visual Cryptography Scheme and Lukas and Plataniotis's image encryption algorithm. Then, the proposed scheme is demonstrated in Section III. Section IV illustrates several experiment results. Section V. illustrates the performances of the proposed scheme. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VI. Each pixel from a secret binary image is encoded into m black and white sub-pixels in each share. If p is a white (black) pixel, one of the six columns is selected randomly with equal probability, replacing p. Wang et al. [20] proposed the shift visual cryptography. Two secret images are encoded into two share images and all the secrets can be revealed by keeping one of two shares and shifting the other share several columns and rows in stacking phase. Wang et al. [10] proposed scheme which can encode three secrets into four shares, and decoding can be done by superimposing the transparency of shares with different level of contrast. To overcome the angle restriction of Wu and Chen's scheme [11] . Wu and Chang [12] refined the idea of Wu and Chen [11] by encoding shares to be circles so that the restrictions to the rotating angles (Ө = 90•, 180• or 270•) can be removed.
B. Extended Visual Cryptography
The term of extended visual cryptography scheme was first introduced by Nonretail in [2] , where a simple example of (2, 2)-EVCS was presented. In this paper, when we refer to a corresponding VCS of an EVCS, we mean a traditional VCS that have the same access structure with the EVCS. Generally, an EVCS takes a secret image and original share images as input, and outputs shares that satisfy the following three conditions: 1) Any qualified subset of shares can recover the secret image; 2) Any forbidden subset of shares cannot obtain any in formation of the secret image other than the size of the secret image; 3) All the shares are meaningful images. and,
* +
The first condition states thatualified set of users; stacking their shares (or transparencies) can correctly recover the secret image. The second condition is related to the security of the scheme, it implies that by inspecting the shares one cannot gain any secret information on the shared image even though he knows the original images of all n shares we started with. Finally, the third condition implies that the original images are not "modified".
Zhou et al. [5] presented an EVCS by using half toning techniques, and hence can treat gray-scale input share images. Wan get al. proposed three EVCSs by using an error diffusion half toning technique [13] to obtain nice looking shares. Fang [14] and Chen et al. [15] proposed VC-based and random -grid -based techniques respectively, for ( , ) -EVCS with a progressive decryption effect. Wang et al. developed a matrix extension algorithm for ( ,) -EVCS by modifying any existing VCS with random-looking shares, which were then, utilized as meaningful shares [13] .
EVCS can also be treated as a technique of staging reply, because the shares of EVCS are meaningful images, hence there are fewer chances for the shares to be suspected and detected.
C. Visual Cryptograhy for Color Images
Basic principles of color the additive (RGB model) and subtractive models (CMY model) are commonly used to describe the constitutions of colors [17] . In color images, encryption and decryption is based on half toning and inverse half toning. In color images, image is divided into Red, Green, Blue components and shares are generated by applying simple VCS scheme on this components. Then at receiver side shares are superimposed to reveal secret image.
Verheul and Tilburg [16] are first to present a secret sharing scheme for images with c colors in 1997. The principle of this scheme is to transform one pixel of image to b sub-pixels, and each sub pixel is divided into c color regions. Young-Chang Hou [17] introduced the visual cryptography for color images with the use of color model.
III. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed scheme is based on bit plane share gene ration using EVCS which provide better contrast in recovered image. Meaning flu share sari gene rated using EVCS which provide better security. This scheme divides true color image into R, G, B component. Each component is represented in bit planes. Two cover image sari used to hide the bit planes using EVCS. Using EVC Son each bit level representation of cover image sand secret images, mean ingful shares are gene rated by combining corresponding hare for each component. The flowchart of proposed scheme is represented in the Fig.3 and Fig.4 (encryption and decryption phase). Detailed description of proposed scheme is formulated in the following phase. 2) Generate the embedded shares by embedding t h e corresponding VCS into the n covering shares, denoted as * + .
A. Algorithm for Share Generation
True color secret image of size is taken. In this scheme secret image is divided into R, G, and Components.
Each single value of pixel ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ofred (green or blue) components is represented in binary form, 0 to represent Tran's parent and 255 to represent red pixel (green or blue). Each component is represented to N1-bit planes. Colorful cover images are used to hidetheN1-bit planes using EVCS for generation of meaningful shares. Cover images are also de composed in to three components (R, G, B) and N 1-bit planes are gene rated. Then n bit planes of secret image scream bedded in to cover images for generating mean ingful images. Then, every pixel of all the binary image scene rated from the bit planeisexpandedintoa2×2blocktowhicha Here, ( ) represents the pixel value in location (i, j) in i-thbit plane of each channel, and ( ) is the most significant bit plane. Therefore, a channel can be divided into N binary images using (l). 4. Stack the corresponding binary shares in bit level to achieve n shares.
5. Generate the n color shares by combining the corresponding shares of R, G and B channels.
B. Secret Revealing Phase
In the secret revealing stage, when any q, k of n color shares are achieved, they are broke into their RG and B channels.
Algorithm of secret revealing phase: 1. Decompose the color shares into its component R, G and B channel. 2. Create bit planes of each channel. 3. Apply "OR" to the corresponding bit planes of every share.
0,
Then, all the binary shares at the same bit plane conduct the OR operation using (2) to get revealed binary secret image RS bi 4. Stack the corresponding binary shares in bit level to achieve three channels of the secret image. 
（3）
Where HB is the hamming weight of the blocks in RS bi associated to location (x,y). 5. Combine the all three recovered component and get final secret image.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In this section, experimental results of the proposed sharing scheme are demonstrated.
A 256 × 256 pixels true color secret image is used which is shown in Fig.5 (a) . A (2, 2)-threshold EVCS is implemented using MATLAB R2009b in this experiment. Fig.5 (b) and 5(c) show the cover images. Output shares of the proposed sharing scheme are represented in Fig.5 (d) and 5(e) .When the two shares are collected, the secret image can be perfectly recovered shown in Fig. 5(f) . Table I shows a brief comparison of proposed scheme with some other previously developed techniques based on some important parameters mostly accepted for VCS. Meaningful shares reduce the interest of hackers and can easily manage. Table II . The results show that the proposed scheme has a better quality of recovered image. Fig. 7 illustrates that the proposed two approaches have a lower value of MSE and a significant improvement over PSNR values compared to the schemes of Kang [6] and Droste [8] . Table III shows the impact of various attacks on shares during transmission. The two most widely criteria MSE and PSNR for image quality are used to define the impact of various attacks. These attacks are considered on Shares during transmission. These results of proposed scheme with a number of image attacks demonstrate that the scheme is more robust. Results shows that altered share can recover an image with a significant level of quality This paper provides as asana annex tended visual cryptography scheme using bit plane encoding for different channel for improvement of visual quality. A bit plane of an image is binary image that carry visual information of original images across the color channels so store taint heroic in al pixel values the same before and after encryption. The proposed schemed crypt a true color secret image into n shares which are some meaningful images where any of the k or more shares can lossless recover the secret image. The size and contrast of t h e decrypted image using the propose scheme are real. Meaningful shares can be easily recognized and managed.
